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PROCESS PAPER
(Caleb’s POV) Departing the airport late one night, my mother called an UBER to get home. After
an eternity, everyone hopped in a rugged car, exhausted. Still awake, I was fascinated by the
operations of UBER and other ridesharing apps. Eager, I researched on my computer once we
arrived home. Apparently, “artificial intelligence” was involved, and after further investigation, I
realized AI was also integrated in plagiarism checkers, mobile check deposits, spam filters, and much
more. Later, when my team and I were introduced to NHD, we discussed with our teacher the topic
of people who had broken barriers through AI. After more in-depth research, we decided to
describe the life of Alan Turing and his contributions.
Our project, “Alan Turing: Thinking the Unthinkable, Solving the Unsolvable” details
Turing’s contributions to World War II and the significance of his breakthroughs in computer
science. We conducted research through databases, Google search terms, source references, and
country codes. Since Turing’s nationality was British, we found many of our best sources from the
UK web by using its country code, +44, as well as looking for sites with .uk at the end, to view
primary source documents of Turing’s contributions from Britain itself.
We incorporated many symbolic parts of Turing’s life into our exhibit, one such aspect being
the British flag, which we used to portray Turing’s nationality. Another method of symbolizing
Turing’s life was creating a title with the background of WWII newspaper articles to symbolize the
battles that were fought over the course of his life and the cause of arguably the most important
invention and breakthroughs in his career, the Bombe machine, which deciphered the ENIGMA
code. Speaking of which, we created a miniature replica of the Bombe machine to once again
emphasize how important the Bombe was in the outcome of WWII, as well as Turing’s major
contribution to computer science. We also included a puzzle book to represent the “ENIGMA” of

codes and challenges Turing overcame when breaking ENIGMA. Finally, we added a typewriter to
our exhibit to symbolize the technology of Turing’s era, as back then typewriters were the standard
form of communication.
Our topic relates to the annual theme because Turing overcame several barriers that many
before him failed to accomplish. His technological achievements revolutionized the history of
modern computing and have influenced many of the electronic devices that we use today, including
our computers, smart phones, and digital assistants, to name a few. Turing’s idea of machines
performing human tasks more efficiently has become more of a reality in recent years as we enter
the technology age in a world dominated by AI software, robots and other machines that greatly
assist us in our labors. Without Turing’s contributions in breaking those barriers, our civilization
wouldn’t be as developed and not as much progress would’ve been made because of the lack of
technology to help our industries. The technological barriers Turing broke have significantly
influenced history and impacted the way our world’s computer programs run.
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